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ll In not once nor iwire but time* 
without number that the same idea* 
make their appearance in the world. 

Arisloita, On thv Hvtmna 

L In 
At̂ MpajmtietoptiWhratcwiTKsc'fscientffic work the layman might £••< <„>«Jclb3l 

new results or 'breakthroughs* in science tend to supersede results that were pre ,-iaiuly 
known and accepted. However, hi physics this h raidy die case. RalNr, Ike more 
canrnmn situation is that the range of validity of on older coneent is rbtipd lo be less 
than omvcwal. FminManuc Newtonian mechanics remains t»i viflid far velocities small 
compared lo the veracity of fight as it did before ific adrent of retotlvlty. 

What is even more remarkable is that, despite the explosion of knowledge about 
nature on a smaller and smaller scale, some or the basic rule* that describe the 
befiavmuroftiistter remain equally vyrnItoduy.lt is tothls latter phenomenon thnt this 
lulk i< addressed- Specifically, I will give somecxumple* from modern developments in 
particle physics which demonstrate that the fundamental roles ofqiimtiim mechanics. 
apptJcd to aH forces in nature as tttej became understock, have retiu^tlwaT validity. 
The wdl-eslaHiishcd laws af ctectrtcity and magnetism, reformulated in terms of 
quantum mechanics, have exhibited a truly lemarkable numerical agreement between 
theory and orperimcrji over an enormous range of observation. 

Ascapciiiuailal tcdroitnics have grown from the top of a laboratory bench to the 
large accelerators of today, the basic components of experimentation trave changed 
vastly in scalt ut only lillle in basic function. More important, the motivation of those 
engaged in ll.is type of expcrhnentalion has hardly dumped at all. 

* Work eappettcd by «b« Depnrtoeoi of Etrergy, contact DE-AC03.?rJSP00518. 

* Leetuio Pretested al the CktmB-Staon Memorial, Oxford, England, May 8,1981. 
Pnb&hed in Contemporary Pbyel*, Vol. 23 (1032). 
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2. The tmclnr atom 
Lei mc begin ibis windy with I be classical experiments of Lord RulHcrlbid around 

W l 1 which dcmontfttrico' Ibai thenlainiKnolacomtiiacnMUoborainllcr.biiibnitbct 
a structure whose maw is concentrated in a small, central nucleus. L d me show the 
husie arruniiomwit orGeigcr and Marxdcn's Mnerimcnl in his laboratory. 

Rutherford's experiments made use of a beam o( 9>particles formed simply by 
oullimsiting lire particle flux emitted in all directions by a natural radioactive source. 
This hmo of ji-jwrlicl w was then directed at a target, which in fte case of Rutherford 
iiml colliibordlnrs wai a thin roil of the material under illldy. The panicles were then 
swUtercd frtlu a faeetar* which la this case WUS a fluorescent 7inc sulphide scceen.TuU 
was m lotn viewed by a graduaiesiodent througha small microscope. Thus we set here 
aiyp«^«m(eni>«t«(|Kr>m^-beeN(caWiiMtcd 
and detector Uluorescent screen, microscope and graduate student). You will sec that 
all o l the more resent scattering experiment) to which I will refer still have precisely 
these u m e banc componcnts. 

ScaiKrfne opcHmeats a n the most oaamNNi method by wrwctj the physidsi 
analyses the constituent* or particles which arc not (with Ihe techniques available at a 
given epoch) accessible lo Individual observation. A scattering experiment simply 
measure* Ihe probability that an incident particle is scattered irt u given angle away 
from ils initial direction and in so doing either has or has not suffered an energy fossor 
change in some other characteristic during Ihe scattering process, If the energy oflhe 
incident panicle after deflection Is diminished only by the recoil energy of the target 
panicle without any other changes, then the scattering is called elastic: otherwise it is 
called mdiiMic. 

ZtAC Wtplmte icnen Ibgel foil Ce4iimoti4 eeoni 
el a-pertiM» 

fig t Schematic Jlapram of Oeigcr and Matsdens apparatus which demonstrated the 
existence of Ihe nucleus within ine atom. The apparatus consist* of a soviceofo-parltcta 
followed by a ooJRmai w which forms a beam of these P M J W B *!!*»«;« *a»Bet * * • • ' " * 
particles then strike a rine sulphide fluorescent screen after scattetina in the fen. The 
facalioti df ihe psflfcles on the screen is determined by a human observe* viewing Ihe 
screen through a microscope. >6 

aiSTftftutjiiM isr *M zmw is t f tUM 
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Scattering or one panicle on another gives a 'kick', or what [he physicist calls 
•momentum transfer/, lo both particles. Ii is the magniiudc of this momentum transfer 
which measures the scale to which (he scattering process can give information on the 
structure of the panicles. The relationship between the resolution At lo which the 
spatial structure of the particles can be revealed by the scattering process and the 
momentum transfer Ap is given by Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle, ApA.\^h/2n 
where tt is the Planck constant. This relation, in turn, sets the practical energy required 
for the incident beam ir structure down to a specified dimension is lo be resolved. 

It is well known that Rutherford's scattering experiment led ii> ihe discovery of the 
nucleus, that is the central core of the atom which is about 10000 times smaller in 
diameter than the alum itself, yet contains almost all of its mass. Figure 2 shows 
schematically how Rutherford reached hiscunclusion. II was observes! that Ihc number 
of particles scattered with large momentum transfcrfthai is,at a large anglerc'cmled 
the amount predicted assuming that the atom was si continuous blob of matter. 

It is interesting to note lhal the analytical tools available to Rutherford to predict 
how much scattering would occur at what angle had lo be based on the then accepted 
laws of classical mechanics and classical electricity and magnetism. In other words, 
even though Rutherford's experiments probed matter at a scale smaller than had 
hitherto been accessible to experimental observation, he had to assume that the 
physical laws derived from large scale observation were still valid at small distances. 
Thus, using the same rules lo analyse atomic collisions as would be used to analyse 
collisions between charged ping-pong balls, the conclusions about the existence fthe 
atomic nucleus were drawn. 

In retrospect. Rutherfbrd'sconclusions were right but his methods were wrong; we 
know that at the mugniludcafniomcntum transfer wmch was involved in Ihecollisiiim 
observed by Rutherford, the laws of classical mechanics would no longer be valid but 
that instead the laws of quantum mechanics, which were not established until more 
than a decade later, were to be applied. 

It turns out, however, fortuitously, that the classical and quantum mechanical 
calculations for the probability of scattering give essentially ihe same answer provided 
the scattering isoanirolled by the laws afelectrcmug/icttsm, and also provided lhal ihc 

Beomoi T 

Fig, 2. Schematic representation nf iirhils of a-parlidn 'encountering' with a conccntrilttd 
positively charged object. Nolc thai CIOK 'vollKmns' rcsull in lo; ,« unglts of defl«lion, 
while collisions a\ u Jisiance produce only a small chanyc in ilmtlion or (he inudenl 
particles. 



scattered particles move ul speeds well below the «e1'rily ofiinhl. Had ihe forces active 
in Rulhn'fenTsejtperimenl been oilier than those °rc'eclromafinelism, then indeed Ihe 
quantitative result or Rutherford's calculation* would have been incorrect. 

3, The fcciiitriag of X-nys 
Now lei mc turn to another classof scalleringe»perimenI, Ihescaiieringc-riigrit and 

X-rays from the atom. The Muttering oNight or X-rays Tram ihe atom isdominated by 
Ihc eitru-nuclcur electrons.und not by the nucleus.The reason is thai the ic*erac itonof 
lighi or X-rays, which are electromagnetic radiations, is with an elect riewwrf,-fa the 
sca'tering process such a current is produced by Ihe recoiling particle from which Ihe 
scattering takes place, tf the massol the recoiling particle is small, then a larger recoil 
current is produced. Thus ihe very light electrons surrounding Ihe heavy nucleus are 
the principal contributors to Ihe scattering of electromagnetic radiation by the utom. 

This type of scattering was observed first by A. H. Campion in experiments 
beginning in 1922. In these experiments il was shown clearly that the dynamic 
properties oCilic incident X-ray beam were described by its photoncharacteristtci, that 
is, by the particle-like energy and- momentum variables of electromagnetic radiation 
predicted by a quantum mechanism. 

It is characteristic of the process of scattering of X-rays by u free particle that the 
frequency and energy of the scattered quantum is shifted icialive lo ihoseoflhe incident 
radiation. (Nirticufarly interesting is thefact thai the shift in wavelength of the X-rays in 
the scattering process depends only on the mass of the panicle struck and on the angle 

ttg. 3. PhuluKruphofJ. W. M.DuMond and his collator tor, Profcuor H. A. Kirkpatrick, 
wiili their mulii-crysKil tpectromeier. This instrument wut used lo analyse the shape of 
X-ray spectra which mulled from (he staiitriiij; pfX-ray phninns from various material!. 
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ofdrlktliuh oflhe incident radiation; il is independent ufllw energy uf the incident X-
rays. The most important result front the observation oK'umpiun wintering was the 
esirMrshmcnt or the quantum pr-.ipevtics or the photon itself, nHticr than any new 
insight into the structure of the mom. In foci, in the nriyiiiiil I'ompion scattering, 
experiments il would have made little difference iftlie electrons on which the scullcring 
look place were free or were bound to the nucleus. 

The power nf fnmpion scattering in analysing not only the structure but also the 
internal dynumittoruioms became evident with theexpcrimentsofJ.W. M. DuMond 
arid ollaburalors slurlinj: in 1926. which observed ihe frequency nrscalteral photons 
wilh r.ueh higher precision. These experiments revealed not only tliat scalterintt of 
incidi nt phoions on uiomic electrons indeed loirk place, but also that these electrons 

«r 
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Fig. 4. Mtaophntomeier iroces of photographic tpeclra obtained nt ihe mulli-cfyslul 
spcclromckrofDurVtondand Kirlpulrtc'* Tht ipn-lro show on ihe left Iheunmodilied 
molybdenum K„ and K,( tines, logrlhcr with on rh* right Ihe (.'omptan-iriiflol line SJ 
scEllem) from gruphite DI vurioui angles. Note that I be broadening us well as yhift itself 
incidHM wilh Ihc suilL'ring angle, in enpeclet) by theory, (The irate at Ihe botlom il 
gradLLiied '" « "i ' - mi - I T ' ' m ) 
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were themselves in a statcof motion. Figure 3 show; DuMond with his apparatus. This 
instrument, composed of a complex assembly of crystals, recorded data on photo-
Enphic pfcrici. In turn, the exposure a\ these plates was measured by a microphalo-
mriLT;lig.v 4 and Sshowsamplcsof the resulting spectra. Classically Iheexperimentsof 
DdMund and collaborators could be interpreted lo yield the velocity distribution of 
the electrons in clnms. Figures 4 and 5 show thai the dynamic width of the'scattered' 
line increases with scattering angle and incident wavelength, respectively, as can easily 
be computed Trom the nature of the process. 

DuMond initially analysed his scattering experiments by assuming that thu 
electrons moved in classical Bohr orbits around the nucleus. In that case Com plan 
scattering is simply modified by the Doppter shifts produced by the motior, of the 
struck particle. Quantum mechanically, one must analyse modified Compton scatter-
hip by describing the momentum distribution of (he extranuclear electrons on » 
probabilistic basis, without talking about actual orbits. Both types of analysis give 

Mclftdfrmm 

Tunijjten 

Fig- 5. Microphalometer traces of photographic spectra obtained in the multi-crystal 
spttlromtter of DuMond and Kirkpairfck. The spectra show both (he unmodified and 
C'cmplc-n-shifla) K„ and K „ lines or molybdenum, silver and marten, reipectiuely, 
scattered at a l>«d angle from graphite. Note that the shorter ii the wavelength, the 
narrower the wintered line. Ncie utsu that the central Compton srnfl at fixed anglt ii 
independent or the incident wavelength. (The scales are graduated in*j£.| 

<tr1 
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similar results. In u certain sense these experiments are i»mplemcnlury in that 
Rutherford scattering is elastic scattering on the nucleus, while Complon/DuMond 
scattering is iiiWustir scattering on the atom as a whole, hut clmtic scattering on the 
atomic electrons. The former eonsliitiles the basic discovery or the structure of the 
atom, while Ihe latter constitutes measurements of a dominant feature ofthe dynamics 
or that structure. 

The above discussion has dealt with scillering by a sitiglr electron. Naturally, if 
mote than one electron is involved, the situation becomes more complex. This 
complication arises if Ihe wavelength of ihe incident radiation iscomparable to the size 
of the distribution of the electrons. In llial case, the scattering of the light by the 
ir.dividualcleclrons produces inter ferencccffecIs similar lo those observed when visible 
light scatters off the individual elements or a diffraction grating. In general, one can 
separate the observed scattering into two factors: one is Ihe term that governs the 
probability of scattering ofthe X-rays from an individual electron, and the other is the 
fiiCtor which measures the interference effect due lo the multiplicity of scattering 
sources; the latter is known as a farm factor'. Wc will meet this type or factorization 
again when we talk about scattering at much higher energies. 

4. High energy electron wittering 
Now lei usswitch from X-rays lo electrons Tor the incident beam and go forward in 

lime by about four decades and up in energy orthe particles lobe scattered by a factor 
of about a million. Scattering again can be both elastic and inelastic. Elastic scattering 
yields information pn the radius and general distribution of charge within the proton 
and neutron. It was elastic electron scattering experiments during the 1950s, for which 
Robert Hofsladter received the Nobel Prize in 1%I, which determined these basic 
parameters.The fact that (he proton hasu finite radius indicates in itself! hat Ihe proton 
cannot be an ultimate constituent aT matter, but rather must have a substructure of 
some kind. The general nature of this substructure was revealed through experiments 
at The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, SLAC, beginning in 1967, which 
concentrated primarily on inelastic rather than clastic scattering, that is, interactions in 
which the prolan is disintegrated in consequence ofthe scattering process. 

Figures 6 and 7 show, lirst schematically and then as un actual photograph, Ihe 
apparatus that was used at SLAC to study both inelastic and clastic scattering of 
electronsofetiergy up to 20GeV on hydrogen targets. Note lhal the basiccomponcnls 
of this apparatus are the same us Ihe ones used by Rutherford. Wc have an incident 
beam ofcharged particles; we have a f i l ter ing utryi'i, here consisting ol u chamber 
containing liquid hydrogen; and wc havj a detector composed of magnetic spectro
meters which measure precisely the angle of scattering and the energy and nature of the 
scattered particle. Thus the basic cnmpuncnls uf a scullcring experiment have 
remained the same throughout this century, us has the spirit nf ihc investigation: 
Rutherford wished lo investigate ihe substructure of the utoin, while the SLAC 
experiments investigated the substructure of ihe proton uttd neutron, which had been 
established as ihe fundamental building blocks of the nucleus discovered by 
Rutherford. While the basic nature and motivation of the experiments have not 
changed, the scale indeed hv- This h a consequence of Ihe uncertainty principle: in 
order to study matter at smaller dimensions, (he transfer of momentum has to be 
proportionately larger. Roughly speaking, the proton has a diameter one hundred 
thousand times smaller than the atom, and therefore (he energies have lo be increased 
roughly in that proportion. 
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Fig. 6. Diagram of the magnetic spectrometer at S1.AC capable of analysing particles of 
momentum up to BGeV/f. The incident beam strikes a target around which the 
speuromeler rotates. The spectrometer consists of focusing quadrupole lenses "Q' and 
deflecting magnets 'B*. The system analyses the particles scattered in the target which are 
then identified and registered in the detector. 

Fig. 7. Photograph of the spectrometer shown in fig. 6. together wilh a second instrument 
capable of analysing particles up to I O C J V / C . 
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!n analysing the inelastic scattering the experimental physicist has several tools ;n 
his command. He can examine the fragments that arc ejected as a result of the 
disintcjirulion process, or he can examine the loss ofenergy or the incident electron 
during the scattering process; it is this loss in energy which presumably corresponds to 
the energy of creating and propagating the 'ejecta' from the proton. Most of the 
relevant information regarding the electron scattering process was obtained by 
experiments thai looked only at the scattered electron. 

I f we assume that the prnlnn has constituents that are point-like, or al tens! have a 
radius very much smaller than that or the proton ibtfl". then an inelastic scattering 
process can be envisaged us the totality oftlnslic electron scattering from each oTlrien; 
point-like constituents. This is shown in Tig. 8. One can easily derive geometrical 
relations between thedirection and energy of the incident and scattered electron under 
a number of plausible assumptions. Specifically, by arguments exactly analogous to 
those applied to X-ray scattering by the atom, one can show by simple mathematics 
that the energy and angle distribution ofthe outgoing electron should be a product of 
two factors. The first rations thcdislirbution corresponding to scattering from a single, 
point-like objecl. This first factor can be calculated with confidence from theory, since 
the forces governing the interaction between an electron und a point-like charged 
object are almost purely electromagnetic. In essence, electron scattering is thus 
"exploring unknown structures with known forces". The second factor, again called I he 
'form factor*, is a function characteristic or the distribution of the poin'.like objects 
within the proton. As long as the basic model of the process is correct (i.e., scattering 
occurs fiom point-like objects coupled by forces that can absorb transverse momenta 
up to a specified limit), then the form factors should depend only on a certain 
dimensionless ratio defined by (he kinematics or collision. This ratio can be identified 
with the fraction of the momentum within the proton which is carried by the struck 
point-like object. The assumption made here is that binding among these objects is 
negligible in considering their motion. 

Incrtlen! e!«iron 

Photon (virluol emission) 

P/oron 

Final hodrara 
ig. S. Diagram of trie deep inelastic electron scattering process on the prolan. It is assumed 

that protons ore composed of three partons or quarks. The electron 'virtually' emits a 
photon during the scattering process which interacts with one of the three (tartons. The 
three part tins interact after the scattering process and recombine, forming u combination 
of final hadrons. 
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This simple dependence of the "form factors' is known as 'scaling' and can be 
considered to be sin indication of the be t that such point-like constituents within the 
proton might indeed exist. Figures 9 and 10 show how well this simple description 
iijirtcs with the experimental data. It can be seen thai the agreement is good but not 
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Fig. °. The experimenial evidence for "seating' in deep inelastic electron scattering on the 
proton. The graph shows the form factor plotted as a function of the parameter x which is 
the fraction of the momentum carried by the 'parton' struck by the incident electrc ,1. as 
measured in a frame in which the proton is in rapid motion. 
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Fig. 10. Deviation from scaling.These craphi show that there isa weak dependence oncnerg) 
Q of the form factor in deep inelastic scattering where the character of lhal weak 
dependence is dilTcrtnl for different value* of x. Interpretaitoii ofthis type orinbrmaiion 
gives valuable information on the interaction between quarks within the prolan. 
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perfect. Naturally tht lolal rung* or variables over which (he correct ncssefthi} model 
can be tested is limited both by the energy of the s vsthbte beami and by I h* dalii rates 
which can be recorded. 

AnoiheMtiofe dramatic demonstration orihc existence of noinl-like particles can 
bcntadtby«mrad»griasticairtistiasikscancfmi{.11ii»Bsht>vimm{)g, I I . M bsecn 
•hat the probability or elastic scattering on the proton as a whi ile Hills off much mare 
rapidly with increasing momentum Uansfcr than does the probability of inelastic 
scattering which involves presumably only singlepoitiMite«!^ls.YeB¥^ recall that 
this is precisely what Rutherford observed in regard lo the nucleus within the atom. By 
titbotwiogy *csec at least a strong indication thai the proton und neutron do indeed 
have point-like constituents, which were first dubbed parions' by Richard Feynman. 
These ore now recognized to be identical (0 the point-like 'quarks' whose existence hud 
been po««1atedihron^>aeonip1etelydifrerent1meorreasonma; this was toexptuin the 
great number ofdiflcreiu particle slate; that had been discovered by the high energy 
physicist, the systematic relations among their musses, and the rules that govern their 
conversions into nne another. 

Fig, I I . Comparison of inelastic and elastic electron pr.iinnscaiittiftf. Th*i«»phi!«>*5ite 
ratio of the observed suawetiog to the point panicle cnm-sedHiti tureku'ie ami inelastic 
event) (dotted as u function of the MJUBTC of the momentum ;rjn(frr. Note that swbasie 
wallnrinj blltolf much most slowly with momentum Iransferthan dnet clastic scattering. 
This imlintln tbat inelaitfe scMeTing appear* t« lake place on point-Mil objects withm 
toe proton. 
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More cartful examination of the inelastic scanning process has shown that scaling 

is not exact. This conclusion can be d'ttwn both from the highly precise experiments at 
SLAC using electron energies upio 20GeVor so, and from <t»te*spredse«periracms 
using beams of higher energy nutans at Femulab near Chicago, and at CERN in 
CSeneva. 

Experiments that measure the deviation ftom scalrngconstituiea valuable toot for 
examining Ihe nature of the forces among the Bartons or quarks. According to modem 
concepts, these quarts interact through the exchange of certain objects called "gtuons". 
The interaction between theseparticles and the quarks is measured through » coupling 
constant whose strength in lurr d-iennines the deviation of the data from the ideal 
selling relationship, which is derived assuming the quarks to be 'free*. Thus the 
deviation from scaling measures the strength and character of this basic farce. 

Nutc here ibeunalogy with the X-ray experiment that I described earlier. The first 
experiments of t'empton demonstrated that X-ray photons indeed bcimced off the 
electron component of the atom, which behaved nearly as if they were Tree*, The more 
refined experiments ofDuMonrJ and collaborator* showed Jrviuiians Ham pvn 'nee' 
Common scattering, and thusgavo widtuce i>rthedynamicsohtitatoi«,mpailicu!ar 
the momentum distribution of electrons, in turn derived from the strength of the i 
interaction between the electron and the nucleus. In the recent experiments, the ; 
existence of scaling as such indicates the existence of parlous or quarks, but it is the \ 
ilrritimm from ideal scaling thai gives valuableevidenee ofihe dynamics which bind Ihe 
quarks together to form a proton oriteut*i>n. tit the case of the atom, the basic forces I 
involved arc purely electromagnetic, aiut they can be described by what is now knows ' 
as Quantum Electrodynamics. This theory is well understood, and its validity has been • 
aernonstratcde>rxrimentaII>o«rdiiianc^r.ingingfrommuTiyEarlhdiBrncitrsJown 
to ubctut 10" " m . The analogous theory of the strong forces acting between quarks 
and carried by gluans is known as Quantum Chrornodynamics: it is now being : 
formulated, although many outstanding questions remain 1O be answered. 

However, irrespective of the nature of these forces, the basic "rules of the game', i 
namely quantum mechanics and relativity, have continued to apply throughout. I will I 
mtw turn to a similar story in regard to the study of the simples: possible bound-state 
systems which consist of jest two particles: a panicle and its antiparttdc. > 

5, Partlcfc-intiparrMe bowM states 
One of the predictions of retativistic quantum mechanics >s thai for each of the 

particles found in nature there should also be a comspattdttig sMtpactide, that is, a 
particle with not only its electric charge, but also certain o' its other characteristics 
reversed .This, in turn, led to Ihe expectation that a Charged particle and itsaniijnrticle 
could combine to form a quasi-stable system, essentially a planetary system in 
miiiiiilure.Spwtlicully, it wuspra'iclL-a soon after thed'icovery of thcanii-ctcttron.or 
•positron, that there should he an entity now known as 'positronium', which is the 
txiund system of an electron unit a positron. Similarly, again looking ahead many 
decades, if indeed quarks are fundamental constituents of nuclear mailer, or more 
accurately of all fcsdwmc matter, then there should also be 'quarkonium* systems of 
various kinds consisting of a quark and an anliquark. Such objects arc the simplest 
round systems one can imagine. One would therefore presume that the posilronium 
system con&utcs an ideal test object to examine the validity of the theory of 
electromagnetic forces,while Ihcquarkonium systems might beasfmilar laboratory for 
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examination orihe forces thai govern Ihe hchaviourorihccontnlucntsofnUL'tei nr other 
strongly interacting particles. 

The first experiments on positronium were dune in 1951 by Martin Dculsch of 
MIT. A very large volume of work or posilronium has been done belveen thai lime 
und today. This work iias resulted in a complete and uccaralc tabulation of many 
energy levels of posilrnnium and etlrcmely precise measurements of the transitions 
between them. Figure 12 shows a diagram of these energy levels and ot the numbers 
which £0 with them. These numbers constitute oncohhe most fundamental tests of the 
validity ofquantuni electrodynamics. For instance, the transition energy between Ihe 
two lowest levels of positronium in theory is given by 203-10 GHz wilh an uncertainly 
of ±001. while the CKperimenlal measurements give 203-.1X70. 

This type of spectacular agreement is cliuruclcrislic of the many experiments that 
have drmanstrated ihal, a* long as only electromagnetic forces are involved, quantum 
electrodynamics fully explain!; quantitatively all the observed phenomena. 

The most sensitive tests or the validity of quantum electrodynamics at (he smallest 
distances orinieraction come from experiments at thettighest energies. Ifelectrans und 
their annpurlicles are not bound together as they are in posiironiunv, but father collide 
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Fig. 12. Enerijy level spectrum of pnsitromum. using Ihc ordinary spectroscopic term 
designation jiving spin multiplicity, nrtml angular momentum ami spin angular 
momentum, respnctivrly. The spectrum is plollwl in Ihree different scales: It (one stale 
shown in Ihc upper right-fund comer corresponding lo Ihc Iransitxns umong levels of 
principal quantum number two; (2) a second scale shown in the luwer rifdil-hand coiner 
corresponding to Ihe itiinsilion between levels of piincipul quantum numbei onejond I J) 
Ihe Irsnsilion between ihe energy levels of princi pal quunium number land 2 is shown on 
a still different scale, since il is larger by 5 orders of magnitude lhan the transitions within 
each principal quanium number. 
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at Ihc highest energies available in the laboratory, thena number ofthijlgs can happen, 
113 indicated in fig. 13. The best way to produce such collisions is in high-energy 
elcciron-posiiran storage rings. Figure 14 shows an example oTsuch an installation a; 
SLAC. 

Quarks 

Fig. 13. Diagrammatic representation of ckciron-posilran annihilation resulting in final 
hatl'Ltis (strongjy interacting particles) in the upper diagram and final lepton pairs (not 
subj'ci to the strong interaction) in the lotter diagram. Since hadrons ate composed or 
mtirturM of quarks, (he primary process in theuppcrrliagruni is creation ofquark pairs via 
electromagnetic interaction carried by the intermediate photon y. Madrons are then 
produced subsequently through forces between the quarks. In contrast, in the lower 
diagram it is shown thai leptonsdfc produced through a purely ckctiomagnetic procea. 

Fig. 14. Aerial photograph ol the hauting containing the SLAC electron-posiT-on colliding 
beam slorageringSPEAR.Thetwo buildings lying within lrterjnghouselhc apparatus for 
dtlccling the results of cktlron-positrun annihilation. 
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6. IHgres iM the growth o7 •cceknton 
Let me digress here (ogive some indication <Whow ihe cnonttaus gap between Ihe 

early low energy ejpcrimentsofRuiherrord.Compton.DuMrind and Deutsch und Ihe 
receni high energy experiments on electron scattering and electron positroncclliskms 
has been bridged. 1 am here emphasizing the similarity in concept but the dissimilarity 
in scale between the early ami recent experiments. The actual paat of this progression 
has been defined by Ihe evolution of the technology of high energy accelerators itnd 
colliders. Figure 15 is an ur^ateof a charuoriginally due to 3. Livin^lon, which shows 
how the energy available through the use or accelerator* has evolved ovc» time. The 
patient is indeed dramatic: the energy of accelerators has increased by a factor of 10 
Approximately every 7 years ever since the l930s.This has been achieved not simply by 
building larger and larger acccleratorsora single type, but rather by a succession oftiew 
technologies -.vhidi were invented whenever an old technology became saturated in its 
ability lorrach higher energy.Thus the growth in size and cost of accelerators has not 
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Fit;. 15. Progressorihe energy attainable itiroughparticlt: accelerators and ilanigerinip.Ttm 
growth is achieted through a succeuiun of machines employing tlillcrcnl technologies. 
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been anywh v e necr a* largeas (he increase in scientific potential. I cannot describe here 
in any gnsjl dt'ail ihr succession ormventionsand technological advances which have 
mfidc this evolution possible. Let me just nnmr a few. 

The curly uuxleruiors, und the present dny machines operating at low energy, are 
electrostatic. The maximum energy attainable by such methods !s thus limited by the 
technology or producing and maintaining extremely high voltages (some millions of 
volts). This limitation was removed by the invention of the cyclotron by E. O. 
Lawrence. Here the accelerating voltage is supplied by a high frequency power source, 
nni! the same gap is traversed over und over again by confining the particles in a spiral 
orbit Ihrough ihc use of a large electromagnet. The geometry is arranged so that 
synchronism isuchieved between the time thai thepariiclcs transit ihcgapand thecrest 
of the alternating voltage. A similar idea was also proposed to accelerate particles in a 
straight line, firs', by lsinginSwed„nin 1926, but it was not applied to very high energy 
acceleration until alter World War II. 

The cyclotron hud its (imils in that synchronism between the particle transit and the 
ullernaliugvollagc could not be maintained once part iclr speeds approached a fraction 
of that of tight. In that case relativity limits the particle speed, white the radii of the 
particle orbits in a magnet continue to increase with increasing particle energy, in 
addition to achieving particle synchronism with the accelerating voltage, il is also 
necessary to focus the particle or hits so that in the long trajectory from start to target, 
only a minimum orparlicles is lost. The struggle to achieve both synchronism will) an 
alternating field and particle focusing at (he same time was attacked by several 
ingenious ideas; the simple cyclotron does not permit this at particle energies beyond 
about 20 MeV. One idea, that of L. I). Thomas, was proposed in 1938. but was then 
understood by only lew physicists. Thomas proposed an azimulhal variation in the 
field of the circular maijnel of Lawrence in order to achieve focusing and synchronism 
simultaneously. The T nomas idea was not implied extensively until after the war, and 
then only to machines rtl moderate energy. 

The second idea, which Isd in much higher energies, was independently conceived 
in 1445 by Verier in I he Smiel Union an«S McMillan in the United Slates. Vexlerand 
McMillan showed thai ilparlicles were not accelerated at the crest of an alternating 
Md, but ruihcr during either ihe rising cr falling part of lhal field, then dynamic 
conditions could be achieved where the phase of acceleration of Ihe particles would 
automatically be mainlined, Those particles which are not accelerated by Ihe ideal 
amount will ai.'ive eithereariy or lute. Dependingon (he gi»metricalconiiguration and 
'.lie energy, stable acceleration is achieved by an appropriate choice of transit lime 
Hcruss the uccclerulinggupduring either risingorblliri; voltages. Particle focusingcan 
then tcclluincd in a .ruvner less lightly related lo the conditions of acceleration. This 
'phase stability* principle led to u variety of machines, including the synchrocyclotrons, 
electron synchrotrons aid proton synchrotrons of tne post-World Wcr II era. 

The next essential technological advattvc was the invention of ihe 'strong focusing' 
principl: in 1950 by Nicholas Ctistofilos in Cteax, and then independently in 1952 by 
Courant, Snyder and Livingston in ihe L'riit >t States. Th's principle madeit possible to 
focus particle hcams with magnets of much smaller aperture, and therefore led lo a 
major reaction in the cost oT particle accr'erytors. The combination of thif principle 
with the phas* stubility principle is Ine basis of ati large circular accelerators of today. 

As these techniques approach tKir limits, attention has begun to shift from beams 
striking stationary targets, which made possible the type of experiments such as (he 
centering measurements I described earlier, lo colliding beam devices, or colliders as 
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ihey arc called today. What counts in high energy collisions is the iwr/n/ uf iolli\iwi 
ohscivcd initial frame or reference in which the lotalccnlrc of mass of the colliding 
particles is at rest. When a beam prparticlcs strikes a Malinnuryiurpcl. lheri at least hair 
of the energy of the incidcnl particle is used to move (he centre of mass of the two 
colliJineparticlesahcad. while only the remaining fraction of it ;energy is available Tor 
the collision itself. According to the laws of relaiivisiic collisions, this useful fraction 
decreases continuously as the energy of the incident beam becomes larger. For 
example, iheencrgy of collision ora 900 GeV proton striking)) stationary target isonl, 
31 GeV. I t on the other tuind. two SKI GeV particles ui.dcrgo a head-on collision, then 
the tutal collision energy available is tOOOOcV. 

This cnurmous advantage in collision energy is somewhat offset jy the fact that the 
density of practical particle beams is very much lower t(.ui» thut of ordinary mailer. 
Thus while colliding beams produce dramatic gains ir. collision energy, they lead to 
large losses in collision run: However, one cannot have everything, and the loss in 
collision rate can to some extent be compensated by surrounding the poimsofcollisiori 
with detectors suificiently 'arpe to catch utmost all the frogm jnts from the events which 
do occur. 

1 have digressed to this briefoulline of the evolution of accelerating devices during 
the past fifty yean in order to empfcusiie that, while our studies of the fundanicn'.al 
nature of matter have focused on structures of smaller and smaller size, the actual r»te 
of progress in this field has been determined by the much more mundane matter of 
successive accelerator technologies. However, as with all exponential growth patterns, 
iht dramatic evolution shown in fig. IS must sooner or later slow down. 

Amonj> the colliding bc=:n devices, the most productive has been (he electron 
positron collider. An example of such a device was shown in (itf, 14. Here electrons and 
positrons counter-rotate m a ring, und the ortils or these particles are confined by a 
turtupofeteciromagjiels.The more powerful lecenl electron-positron storage rings all 
use strong rocusing magnets; in addition, lur^e rudiorrequcnuy power systems arc 
required to coir>^ensaie for the loss of energy caused by the eleciromagntyrjdii>iii>n 
eMitied by the electrons us they traverse their circular orbits. 

The advantage of carrying oul high energy physics experiments with cleuron 
positron collisions h the inherent simplicity of the annihilalinn process. As was 
indicated in lig. 13, the electrons und positrons indeed annihilate, resulting in what 
physicists call a virtual photon, which describes a staieof pure electromagnetic energy. 
Thisclectromajyiciicencrgy in lurncan rematcrialtze into any combination of particles 
which conserves both the energy involved and certain other of the symmetry 
characteristics of the initial collision. Since, unlike collisions in which protons strike 
material targets, the initial particles have completely disappeared, the final state can be 
particularly simple und therefore relatively easy to analyse. In particular, the linul state 
can be pairs of panicles und their uniipanides, whatever these particles may be. This, in 
retrospect simple, situation led to the speclucular discoveries of November 1974, aptly 
called the November Revolution, 

7. The November Revotolbn 
The November Revolution bsgan with the simultaneous publication or two 

experimental results. The work oFSamuel Ting und collaborators at the Srooktiuvcn 
National Laboratory demonstrated 1*111 pair< ofelectrons produced from a beryllium 
target bombarded by 2J GeV proton* in the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron 
exhibited a peculiar distribution. The correlation in angle and energy of the electron 
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pairs can be expressed us tin effective mass of a conjectured object which, when 
duimefiMiint; into p;iirs of electrons, would give rise to the observed distribution. The 
dniribuiion in elTcctivc muss as observed in the Hrookhaven experiments exhibited a 
sharp peak, as shown in tig. 16, located al an energy of 3-1 GcV. Ak the san* time, 
experiment* carried <iai by Burton Richie? and collaborators with (he SPEAK storage 
ring at SLAC showed Ihul the yield of many kinds of particles, including electrons, 
niuniH, pi mesons, neutrons and prow nv showed a sharp peak when the total energy of 
uilli^tun of electrons arvl positrons was near the same energy of 3-1 GcV. 1 igurc 17 
shown these observations. 

As liiuirc developments indicated, the storage ring methods proved to be more 
powerful far investigating these new phenomena, and I will therefore restrict the 
following discussion to the results obtained with electron-positron storage rings 
subsequent to the original discoveries. 

What madclhcscdiwoveriesa 'revolution"! There was liiileexttectation thai energy 
distributions of any kind al these high collision energies could exhibit such a narrow 
peaked st ruct- :c. The reason for this assumption, in retrospect naive, is quite simple. 1 f 
new particles or objects ire formed at thwe high energies, then there is plenty of energy 
available for them to decay rapidly into many of the lighter particles that are already 
known. The greater the energy available for such disintegrations, the shorter is the life 
of the parent particle. And the shorter the lifetime ol a new particle, the less well-defined 
its mass or energy would have to be according to the energy-lime formulation of the 
uncertainly principle which is usually written as a£At s h/ltc. Thus the only way the 
sharpness of these peaks could beexplained is by postulating a raw "selection rule', that 
is. stime new physical principle thai inhibits the rate of disintegration. In turn, u new 
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Fig. 16 Distribution in the effMlr* WWJS or electrons and positrons produced at ilir 
Ahcrnaiing Crad^nt Synchrotron at Brookhaven National Laboratoiy ihrougfi impact 
pf a high energy proion team on u beryllium target as observed by Sam Tina and 
collaborators. 
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Fig 17. Cross-section a for theponihilation of high Energy electrons and posimns mulling in 
the formation nfhjdrnn, plaitedas a function nnhctoliisionetiergy £,,«, of lheek"-!rons 
and positrons, ai obverved Itv Richler and cnHaboruion at the SPEAR sloragt ring Ji 
SLAC 

selection mlc has to be based on (he existence of a new 'quantum number' or 
characteristic property of Iht panicle involved. In sltori iht November Revutuiion 
signalled (tie discovery of a tie , kind of fundamental object in Nature, 

Whenever a btulo i quantum numoet changes in s«tw. way.lhen.deperdingon the 
dynamics in question, the ratavof processes can be inhibited; ir noting chances, then 
only itie avnilaNe disintegration energy and the masses of the particles involved 
deiermine bow fast reactions will "go*. Starling from this bypoifccsis, consensus 
developed rapidly that the new peuks at 3-1 CeV observer' at BrooMtaven and SLAC 
must be states o( a new kind of qu&rkonium, that is, ubjecu composed of a new qoaik 
an J it» aniiqiuiHt. The quark involved is a new example or thai species, beyond the 
three cituirks originauy postulated by Zweig and Gell-Mann in 1964 to account far the 
multiplicity of oar ikies then knownt. The existence of a fourth quark, dubbed the 
'charmed' quark, had been suspected before, but these new discoveries not only 
conftnned its existence but M the same time, t» discussed above, provided a new 
laboratory in which the interaction between these new qu :rks could be investigated. 

t A discussion otitic quark model can be found in the article by F. E. Close in Cmirmpnrarr 
PMcs. 19T9.20. » i . 
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8. Cfncmonimn 

These discoveries initialed an immediate hunt for (he Ail) spectroscopy of this new 
chnrmonium", in complete analogy with the spectroscopy of positroiuum that 1 
outlined berore.Thi* hunt, using electron-positron storagerings, has proved eminently 
successful. I shall not describe here the work through which the various spectroscopic 
stales of ctnrmonium were discovered sequentially, There a n still some gaps in thai 
spectrum, and work is in progress to fill I hese. Some higher energy slates belong to (he 
same family as those o f I he J-1 Ge V state originully discovered, and they were found 
simply by raising the collision energy of electrons and positrons in thestorage ring, and 
observing fin ther peaks. Charmonium slates of different quantum numbers were 
located fay observing the products of transitions from the directly produced stales 10 tkj 
new slats. Figure 18 shows this total spectrum as we see it tuday.and this figure should 
be compared with fig. 12 which gave (ho corresponding spectrum for posiironium. 

Noic thai (he difference in energy scales between (hese two spectroscopies isu (actor 
of about one hundred million, yet (he fundamental arrangement of lite lines in (he two 
spectra is strikingly similar. This surely indicates strongly that tht bask rules of 
quantum mechanics, which determine the existence of such discrete stales and their 
cnergy.arc the same whether onedcah with election volts, milKonsofekctiun volts, o i 
thousands of mill ions ofdtetron volts. Note that the proportions in spacingamong the 
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Fig. 18. The energy level spectrum ordwmonium. Three classes or spectroscopic terms I'S,. 
'So 'Pjl are shown uonglhe usual spectroscopic notation lor spin mulliplKiiy. orbital 
angular momentum, and spin angular momentum. The observed masses in MeVfr* are 
shown on the r iiht-hoM) vnle. and the observed Iransiliam by arrows. Toe spectral luwi in 
ibis das5;'<ciiionate the stmt a- ibose shown for positronium in fig. libuuhesra'rof 
ihefiriiwipal irdnsilbn BtdifTcrcnl bya tactorofabou' 100mil1ion<*R° MeV/r3 relaiiieio 
SlcV/r'l. Moreover, the senataiiow among the lines of differing angular momenta ait 
very much larger than Ihuse far poulronium. 
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lines arc, however, greatly different, t h i - «* not unexpected, since the posiironium 
spectrum is solely governed by the laws <if ekstnciiy and magnetism, vthile the 
charmanium spectrum b governed by the nul as-yel fulty understood laws of lUianUun 
chromodynamtcs; this h the nam? given lo the rules which govern tb« bices between 
quarts as they exStange gtuons wrlh one another*. Naturally, ninny investigations 
have been carried out by theorists attempting 10 fit ihe new spectra under various 
assumptions drawing on the analogy with pcsiBontum, One e*plo:w this amdugy by 
eampurintt the simple inverse square taw of the clectroniBijnciic inicraciion thai 
governs the fnwilrtinium spectrum with the appropriate radial dependence of the force 
tlut can account for the drarrnonium spectrum. This quest has thus far been only 
par,,<lly successful, 

9. Btyoa4 charmooiitn 
"•Tie spectroscopy ofenarrnnnium, analogous to tliat of posttronium, is not the only 

result rromdcciron-poitlronjinnihitotional high energies. History nusagaitt to repeal 
itself as accekfafrus and electron-pnsilrttn storage rings moved to higher energy. At 
Fc.-milabu fifth member of the quark family, ihe b quark (b for bottom! wusdisuuvcrcd. 
Subsequently, the combination of the b and anli<ui»ks~-'hottomonmm'-- was 
observed in the form of peaking in the yield of various panicles as a function D f 
electron- positron annihilation energy at the storage ring DORIS in Hamburg, similar 
le ewtt« SPEAft ctaervattota for charntonnim. Some of the more detaila) spectro
scopy of this object began to unfold at the Cornell storage ring (.'ESS in Ihe Uniied 
Suites. Atihough these ipeeira are no! us yet us compile as those from the charmed 
quark utv.i, U iscleur thai we are ugain seeing the same basic quantum slates as those 
in p»si!»mi«ffl. Interestingly, the utility of the spectroscopy as a laboratory taespior* 
the forces acting between quarks increases us Ihe masses uf the quiirfc pairs under study 
increase. The reason is, the heavier (he quarks are, (he slower '.hey move in the 
*t|uurkonium* combination, and therefore the simpler the Iheorcttcol description 
becomes because Ihe effects of relativity need not he included. 

Electron positron annihilation gives n very direct signature on the number of 
quarks which contribute to hadronie matter us we know it. By "hadinnic nailer' we 
mean the totality of jho»e particles in Nature, including the neutron and proton uml 
many others, that interaw 'hlttujth the strong force; ihui is, the force we believe ti< »* 
lekponitble for binding the nftorwand protein in the nucleus. If we rt«ill the diagram 
of I'm. l i , we iec that ihciniliatimeraett'onal the first tenet, in which the virtual phoion 
first farms a pi'ir arquarks. is purely electromagnetic. In eon^qucnw, the theoretical 
calculation^ giving the irobaWhty ofthese reactions is simply proportional to the sum 
o( the square* of thectocfrtc charges of each possible quad that could MMMribute to the 
proeesi being investigated. As tt» energy of etcetwn positron annihilation -ncrcascs. 
presumably more and more kinds of quark pairs can be produced, depending an the 
masses of the qumks and the energy of the annihilation, 

h'igure 19 describes the present picture of Ihe probability of annihilation of 
electrons and pultons »sa lirasthwi ofenergy. Wmtf we see ait essentially twrniisiirtct 
plateaus separated by a ircnsition region The arithmetic »hi>w* ihui Ihe lin-t nlaitau 
corresponds, ai leu-i tuirly doscly, lo three 'flavours' of quarks, while the ucond 
plateau corrctpottjk I D the addition of o fborlh. the charmed, quark flavour Thelitis 

I ttit ideas. <>! •tuttnium chromodyiKUnics and the quark glum moae) i re alwt cuplmne" ID 
the arlelc by r E. Oose referral lo in Ihe,». »iou> foalrmte 
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general picture confirms the i:ilerp«etation of lbs peaks, which gave the iuitiat ituxntto 
io the November Revolaiio^asbeingpafrsofvliaTmed quarks. Again, as ill somoof the 
previous enmrdes. detailed quarrtiialive comparison of this simple picture ..'<* Lhe 
data ii.ows somr dticfefuiicies; «td anaift we can turn from reconciling these 
diiicrenws more about the delaikd dynamics of the processes involved. Thus, jusl as 
the deviation from the simple scaling lelsltnnshiphas taught u* something .bout the 
strength of the inicrastinns an ions l r c ((Uirks in the proton, so too can we leant from 
the discrepancies between the exuel numerical prcdictiuns concerning annihilation 
cross-sections and the experimental lesulls how murks interact witii one another once 
Ihcy arc formed. 

The story 1'. w e described tt.ofcouTse, only asmoU fragimjnl of the evolution of iw.-
understanding of partible subsiruclure during the cenlury. What I hope, however, is 
thy t this sketch mattes cJear thai we tire wilfiessing as amazing contrast b e m t n the 
i«rrrisirie' ,e*discoiferie!jpaird bytheevolulbnofiechnology.on theonehano.pnd a 
consistency ofgeneral approach .id motivation and of overriding physical principles, 
on iheolher. It in this con trust between sameness and chunge (hut ha; made (his period 
w e of ihe most e»et»taB epochs in physical discovery. 
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